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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes a generic Model 51 steam generator (SG) assessment for
limited tube support plate (TSP) displacements in a postulated main steamline
break (SLB) event. It is assumed that the SGs evaluated have TSP corrosion as
demonstrated by the presence of some denting at TSP intersections. The tube to
TSP contact forces resulting from packed crevices with TSP corrosion prevent
displacement of the TSP during accident conditions and effectively "lock" the tubes
to the TSP. Changes in operating conditions between cold shutdown and full
power operation result in the largest temperature differences between the tubes
and the tube support structures. Section 10 of Revision 0 of this report provided.
results of an initial analysis to assess the temperature effects on tube to TSP
loads and stresses in the TSPs and support structures. It also indicated. in Section
10 that additional work was in progress relative to plate stresses, and that a
revision to the report would be issued upon completion of the stress analysis. This
report revision, then, provides a summary of the additional analyses to assess the
temperature effects on tube to TSP loads and stresses in the TSPs and support
structure. The results are documented as an updated Section 10.
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10.0 TSP STRESSES UNDER DENTED CONDITIONS

10.1 Introduction

With dented or packed tube to TSP crevices, the tube support plates will
experience bending stresses near the wedge and tierod. locations when cycling
between fullpower and cold shutdown conditions. Ifit is assumed. that the tube
to plate crevices become packed. while at fullpower conditions, then the tubes will
impose a downwar'd load on the plates due to differential thermal expansion
effects when cycling between different operating regimes. The most significant
temperature swings occur when cycling between full power and cold shutdown.
Since the TSP displacement analysis relies on the integrity of the tube support
plates, and on a tight tube / plate interface, calculations have been performed to
determine the degree to which the plates are loaded. as a result of the thermal
cycling.

In Revision 0 of the WCAP, results were reported for calculations that were
performed using the finite element model developed in Section 8.0 for the dynamic
analysis. A summary of the results of those calculations is provided. in Section 10
of Revision 0. Based. on a review of those results, it was concluded that the
dynamic model does not provide sufficient detail in the vicinity of the wedge
locations to calculate the tube / plate interface forces or the plate stresses. In
order to predict the tube / plate interaction and the plate / wedge interaction, an
analysis has been performed. using detailed models in the wedge and. tierod
regions. The results of those calculations follow.

10.2 General Methodology for Detailed Evaluation

The finite element model used. for the dynamic analysis of the plates is the
starting point for the detailed evaluation. However, in the regions adjacent to the
wedges and. the central tierod, a finer mesh is used. In order to define equivalent
plate properties in these regions, a separate model is developed, for each area, and
corresponding properties determined. The dynamic model is then modified to
include more detailed modeling in the wedge and central tierod. areas.

Once the model has been modified, the thermal gradient is applied. to the model,
and plate / tube interaction forces calculated. For any location where the tube /
plate breakaway force is exceeded, the tube / plate interface is de-coupled, and the
thermal solution rerun. This process is continued. until a converged. solution is
reached, i.e. all tube / plate interface forces are less than the breakaway value.
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As was done for the dynamic analysis, two sets of boundary conditions are
evaluated. One set corresponding to the support locations in Quadrants 1 and 8 of
Figures 8-8 and 8-4, and the second set corresponding to the support conditions in
Quadrants 2 and 4 of those same figures. In order to maximize the temperature
effects, the calculations are performed. assuming hot leg temperature values for
the tubes. A summary of the component temperatures used in performing the
calculations is provided in Table 10-1.

Since fullpower operation effectively represents the stress-Bee condition for this
case, it was desirous to have the structure contract from the fuQ power
temperature condition to cold conditions. For purposes of this calculation only,
negative coeKcients of thermal expansion were defined for the materials, which
ef'fectively causes a contraction in going Rom cold shutdown to fullpower
conditions. This allowed the proper reference temperature (70'F) to be
maintained, and the proper thermal gradient to be calculated. for determining the
dift'erential thermal expansions.

10.3 Detailed Finite Element Models

In order to develop equivalent plate properties for the detailed. models, separate
finite element models are made for each region. The areas of the plate to be
modeled, and. the number of tube rows / columns included in each model are
shown in Figures 10-1 and 10-2. (Note that the wedge and vertical bar shown in
Figure 10-2 actually occur in Quadrants 2 and. 4 for Plates 2 - 7. It is shown in
Quadrant 1 to be consistent with the finite element model.) Three regions are
shown in Figure 10-1 corresponding to the wedges located at the [ ]a,c

positions, and the area adjacent to the central tierod. The wedges shown at the
plate periphery are for the top plate, where the wedge groups are [ ]a,c

wide (in the azimuthal direction). For the lower plates, the wedge groups are []"in width, with the center of the wedge groups at the same angular
position as for the [ ]"wedges. Shown in Figure 10-2 is the region in the
vicinity of the wedge at the [ ]"position, and the vertical bar support at the
[ ]"position.

Geometry plots of the detailed finite element models for each of these regions are
shown in Figures 10-8 through 10-6. In each case, the models include the plates
and the interfacing tubes. The models also include the appropriate Qow holes, and
in the case of the central tierod model, the plate cutout along the tubelane is also
included. The models also include a row of elements around each tube
corresponding to the corrosion products that cause the tubes to be held in place.
These elements were included in the model development so as to permit possible
future evaluation of the radial tube / plate interface, but were not included as part
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of this evaluation. Instead, for this evaluation, the tube vertical displacements
were coupled to the hole boundaries at each interfacing node.

10.4 Development of Equivalent Plate Properties

In order to develop equivalent plate properties for the detailed regions, an
equivalent plate model was developed for each region having exactly the same
outside geometry, and including the exact same number of tubes. The equivalent
plate model for the wedge region in the vicinity of the [ ]"wedge is shown in
Figure 10-7. For the equivalent plate models, the tubes are included as beam
elements, and coupled to the plate in all six degrees of freedom.

A differential thermal expansion was then applied to the tubes in both the
detailed and equivalent plate models, and the axial (membrane) stress calculated
for each tube in both models. Since the axial force in the tubes is the primary
focus of the thermal gradient evaluation, comparison of the axial stress in the two
models was judged to be the best measure of whether the equivalent plate models
were accurately representing the actual plate response. Based on the results
documented in Revision 0 of the WCAP, the differential displacement between the
central region of the plate (away from the tierod) and the plate / wrapper interface
was [ ]"inch. Thus, a temperature gradient was applied to the tubes, for both
the detailed and equivalent plate model, that would. result in a shrinkage of the
tubes of [ ]"inch.

In order to compare the results of the two models, a comparative plot of the axial
stress in the tubes was generated. The arbitrary numbering scheme used for
generating the plots is shown in Figure 10-8 . An iterative process was used,
varying two properties of the equivalent plate model, [

]a,c

Thus, [ ]"were varied
until the axial stresses in the tubes in the equivalent plate mod.el closely matched.
the results for the detailed mod.el. Plots comparing the axial stresses for the
wedge region at [ ]"are shown in Figures 10-9, 10-10, and 10-11, for cases
corresponding to a [ ]a~c

interface with the wrapper. These results show that the equivalent plate model
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closely approximates the detailed model in terms of tube axial stress. This same
process was repeated for the other detailed models, and similar results were
obtained.

10.5 Global Finite Element Model

The revised global model, which includes the channel head, shell, wrapper,
tubesheet, tierods and spacers, seven tube support plates, and a large number of
tubes is shown in Figure 10-12. Although it is difficultto visualize model details.
in this figure, it does provide a sense of the density of tubes included in the model.
An enlarged view of the top two support plates is provided. in Figure 10-13. Model
details are more visible in this figure. In addition to the increased detail in the
wedge and central tierod. regions, two additional model changes Rom the dynamic
model are 1) extending the shell the fullheight of the tube bundle, and 2)
including a tube group representation at essentially every node in the central
plate region, instead of the larger tube groupings used in the dynamic model. A
plot of the overall model without the tube elements present is shown in
Figure 10-14. A plan view plot of the tube support plate is shown in Figure 10-15.

It should be noted. in Figure 10-15, that based on the analysis of the detailed,
model regions, the detailed areas in the global model are increased in size relative
to the detailed models. The areas were increased in size in order to provide a
larger area for load attenuation between the wedge area and the central region of
the plate. A comparison of the size of the model refinement in the global and
detailed mod.els is provided in Figures 10-16 and 10-17. The size of the detailed
models is outlined with a solid line, while the amount of area included in the
global model refinement is delineated by the areas where tubes are shown.

Overall, the global model includes []"of the tubes in the modeled. region. The remaining tubes are included in
[ ]"tube groups.

10.6 Analysis Cases Considered

As discussed above, and in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 of Revision 0, solutions are
obtained for two sets of wedge arrangements. The first solution is for the wedge
arrangement in Quadrants 1 and 3 of Figures 8-3 and 8-4, and. the second solution
for the wedge arrangement in Quadrants 2 and 4. In addition, two different
interfaces are assumed. between the plate and wrapper. For the first case, the
plate and wrapper motions are coupled in all six degrees of freedom. For the

I
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second case, the plate and wrapper motions are coupled in translational degrees of
freedom only.

Finaly, both minimum and maximum breakaway forces are considered. Based on
the Dampiere-1 data and M variation about the average breakaway force of
2686 pounds, the minimum and maximum breakaway forces are 1630 and
8740 pounds, respectively.

Overall, there are eight cases to be considered as part of the analysis.

10.7 Tube / Plate Interaction Forces

The first cases considered in the analysis are for the minimum breakaway force.
The results for those cases show all the plate / tube interaction forces to be less
than the maximum breakaway force. Thus, there are no tubes predicted to
breakaway as a result of exceeding the maximum breakaway force, and the
maximum breakaway force cases are satisfied by inspection. Thus, the matrix of
cases considered. reduces Rom eight to four.

A plot of the displaced geometry for the Quadrant 1 and. 8 wedge support
arrangement with the plate and wrapper coupled. for all degrees of freedom is
shown in Figure 10-18. An enlarged view of the displaced geometry for Plates 6
and 7 is shown in Figure 10-19. These plots show how the peak displacements are
concentrated near the plate / wrapper interfaces, and then drop o6'apidly with
distance away from the support locations. Similar plots for the Quadrant 2 and 4
support arrangement, again with the plate and wrapper coupled for all degrees of
freedom, are shown in Figures 10-20 and 10-21, with the same types of
displacement patterns.

Summaries of the resulting interface loads for the minimum breakaway cases are
provided in Tables 10-2 through 10-5. Tables 10-2 and 10-8 provide the results for
the Quadrant 1 and 8 wedge arrangement, with aQ plate / wrapper degrees-of-
freedom coupled. in Table 10-2 and the plate / wrapper pinned in Table 10-8.
Tables 10-4 and 10-5 provide similar results for the Quadrant 2 and 4 wedge
arrangement. Referring to Table 10-2, a summary of the plate / tube interface
forces is provided for each plate. The interface forces are grouped by force

magnitude to identify the number of tubes with a given force level. The tubes are
also'grouped by region, Interior, Detail 1, etc. A plot of the tube support plate
with the various regions identified is shown in Figure 10-22. FinaDy, in the far
right hand column is the number of "inactive" tubes for each plate and region.
This corresponds to the number of tubes where the breakaway force was exceeded.
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As the results show, the only plates where the breakaway force is exceed.ed are
Plates [ l"
Plots showing the location of the inactive tubes are provided in Figures 10-28
through 10-27. The results in Tables 10-2 through 10-5 show that there are some
slight differences in the results between the cases with the plate / wrapper coupled
in all degrees of freedom, and the case where they are pinned. only. The tubes
identi6ed in Figures 10-28 through 10-27 represent an envelope of the tubes from
the two plate / wrapper interface conditions.

Plots showing the distribution of interface forces for the top plate for each of the
four cases are provided in Figures 10-28 through 10-31. One thing to note in each
of these figures is that there is an increase in the interface force at the transition
between the regions of detailed. modeling and the interior region where the mesh
size is larger. This is, in fact, due to the change in mesh size, and. the effective
decrease in plate stiffness in these regions. Since the spacing between tubes is
now larger, the effective bending stiffness of the tubes and plate is decreased. To
improve on the solution would require a separate evaluation, similar to that
performed. for each of the detailed, regions, to deGne a new set of equivalent plate
properties in this region to more closely approximate the combined bending
stiffness of the tube and. plate. Because these areas are removed. form the areas of
concern, and because the interface forces have reduced. to relatively low values at
the edge of the detailed regions, the reduced stiffness of the interior region is not
expected, to have a signi6cant effect on the wedge regions. Thus, an analysis to
improve on the combined tube and plate sti6ness in the interior region is not
considered necessary.

10.8 Plate Stresses

The concern relative to the plate stresses is one of fatigue and. the potential to
d.evelop cracks in the vicinity of the wedges or tierods. The functional
requirement of the plates is to provide lateral support for the tubes. The plates
can satisfy the structural requirement, even with cracks present, so long as the
cracks do not form in such a way as to lose a piece of the plate. The formation of
cracks in the vicinityof the wedges could also potentially affect the deformation
characteristics of the plates under in-plane loading conditions, such as LOCA+
SSE, where the loads are reacted. through the wedges to the shell. This eKort doe
not address how the in-plane strength of the plates is affected by the presence of
cracks in the vicinityof the wedges. Rather, the scope of this effort is limited to
an assessment of the potential to develop fatigue cracks as a result of the cyclic
loading.
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In order to calculate plate stresses in the wedge and tierod regions, the detailed
finite element models are used. One method for calculating these stresses is to
develop mapping functions that would translate the plate and tube displacements
from the global model into boundary conditions at the periphery of the detailed
models, which would then be solved to calculate the plate stresses. An alternative
method, and the one that is used here, is to apply thermal gradients to the tube
elements in the detailed models that approximate the differential displacement
between the internal plate regions and the wedge support locations. Conservative,
zero rotation, boundary conditions are applied. to the edges of the detailed models
where they interface with the remainder of the plate. In addition, all tube / plate
interfaces are also considered to be active, i.e., no breakaway has occurred. One
drawback to this method is that is does not simulate the interfacing sti6ness of
the wrapper. OveraQ, with the rotational constraint provided at the edges of the
detailed regions, combined with the assumption that all tubes are active, this
method is judged to provide a conservative approximation of the plate stresses.

Based on the preliminary work to establish equivalent material properties for the
plates, the stresses in the top plate, with the [ ]"wedge width are the most
limiting. Thus, plate stresses are calculated for the top plate with the [

'"
wedge regions. Given that the deferential.expansion between the tubes and
wrapper is also highest for this plate, the stresses for plate 7 are expected to
bound the lower plates.

A summary of the differential expansions between the plate / wrapper interface
locations and the edge of the corresponding detailed region for the final converged
solutions is provided in Table 10-6. Based on these diKerential displacements,
temperature gradients are applied to the tubes that result in a corresponding
shrinkage of the tubes. Again, zero edge rotations are specified. at the edges of the
detailed models, where they interface with the remainder of the plate. Stress
contour plots of the top surface stress intensity are shown in Figures 10-32
through 10-36 for each of the support locations. Figures 10-82, 10-88, and 10-84
show the stress intensities for each of the three wedge support locations, [

]", respectively. Figure 10-85 corresponds to the [
]", and Figure 10-36 corresponds to the central tierod

region.

~Except for the central tierod region, significant plate stresses are predicted. The
most limitir'gregion is in the vicinity of the wedge at the []". In the course of this analysis, the local stifi'ness of the plate was found
to vary relative to the orientation of the hole pattern with the loading introduced
through interaction between the plate and the wrapper. The plate stiffness was
found to be lowest for the wedge located at the [ ]"position. This is consistent
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with the locally high stresses. The peak stresses in the other regions, although
high, are significantly lower than for the [ ]"position.

Using the applicable ASME Code fatigue curve, an allowable number of cycles for
this event is shown summarized in Table 10-7. These results show that for
detailed region [

]"years of operation before
any cracks would develop. Referring to Figure 10-32, the peak stresses are
isolated to two ligaments, with the maximum stresses in the remaining areas
being about 30% lower. The allowable number of cycles for the remainder of the
region is [ ]"years of operation. For the remaining wedge regions,
the allowable number of cycles exceeds 1000. The number of cycles defined in the
design specifications for this event is 250, so the value of 1000 or more is
acceptable. Relative to an overall fatigue usage for the plates, there are no other
events that would introduce a significant fatigue loading to the plates. This event
is clearly the dominant loading for the plates.

Again, as discussed. above, should any localized cracks develop in the plate, the
safety function of the plate would not be impaired without loss of a piece of the
plate. Given the potential for high fatigue usage predicted by this analysis, it is
considered prudent for plants with high levels of dented or packed crevices to
include a sampling of tubes in and. around. the wedge regions for eddy current
inspection in order to check for any ligament cracking that might develop. Visual
examination of the wedge regions could also be used to look for the presence of
cracks. Relative to the in-plane loadings, and potential plate deformation under
LOCA+ SSE, should plate cracking be observed, then an analysis can be
performed to establish any tubes that might be at risk due to the presence of the
cracks.

10.9 Well Stresses

As with the tube support plates, the concern relative to the weld. stresses is one of
fatigue. In the case of the plate / wedge welds, however, the ability of the plates
to provide lateral support for the tubes, would. not be adversely a6'ected by cracks
in these welds. Also, the motion of the plates under steam line break loads is not
significantly afiected by cracks in these welds. The tubes, due to the dented and
packed intersections, willcontinue to hold the plates in place under SLB:loads~
Thus, there is no structural requirement associated with the integrity of the welds
between the plate and wedges. As with the plates, this evaluation is not intended
to be an ASME Code evaluation of the welds, which are non-pressure boundary
components, but rather an assessment of the potential to develop fatigue cracks as
a result of the cyclic loading.
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To calculate the weld stresses, nodal forces are extracted. from the global model at
the plate / wrapper interface, and conventional calculations used to determine the
resulting weld stresses. The stresses are calculated for the case where the plate
and wrapper are coupled for all degrees of freedom. Since the wedges are welded
to the plate on both the top and bottom surfaces (see Figure 8-2), a truly plastic
hinge cannot develop. Thus, the resulting moment load is converted to a force
couple, and the stresses calculated.

For all of the wedge locations, the plates are coupled to the wrapper at three
nodes, corresponding to each end of the wedge and the center position. In
calculating the weld stresses, the end node forces are assumed to be reacted by
one-fourth of the weld area, and. the central node force by one-half of the weld
area. Since the wedge width for plates one to six is [ ]", compared to the
[ ]"wedge width for the top plate, calculations are performed for both
plates six and seven. Although the interaction forces for plate six are somewhat
smaller than for plate seven, they are reacted by a smaller weld area, and. the
resulting stresses are higher.

A somewhat different methodology is followed for the weld between the vertical
bar support and the plate. As shown in Figure 8-2, the vertical bars are welded
only to the bottom of the plates, and therefore are expected to develop a plastic
hinge at this location. Thus, for evaluating the vertical bar welds, reaction forces
from the case where the plate and wrapper are coupled in translational degrees of
freedom only is used.

Using the applicable ASME Code fatigue curve, an allowable number of cycles for
this event is shown summarized, in Table 10-8. Consistent with the guidelines of
the ASME Code for filletwelds, a stress concentration factor of 4.0 is applied. to
the stress normal to the weld. throat, which would tend to open a crack at the root
of the weld. Referring to Table 10-8, the limiting number of cycles for the wedge
welds is [ ]"years of operation. For the
vertical bar welds, the limitingnumber of cycles is [ ]".

As discussed above, both the vertical bar and wedge welds do not have any safety
related function. This is particularly true of the vertical bars, which are used to
help align the plates during installation. Should any localized cracks develop in
the welds, the safety function of the tube support plates plate would not be
impaired. The primary function of the tube support plates is to provide lateral
support for the tubes. Cracking of the welds between the wedges and tube
support plates, or between the vertical support bar and the plate would not impact
the ability of the plates to provide lateral support to the tubes.
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Cracking of the welds between the wedges and tube support plates should also not
have a significant affect on the dynamic response of the plates under SLB loads.
Since the wedges have a sloped. face, they willcontinue to resist upward
displacement of the plates, which is the direction of the dominant loading for the
SLB event.

10.10 Analysis Conclusions

Based. on the results of these calculations, the foDowing conclusions are made.

l. A limited. number of tubes are predicted to exceed the breakaway force of
1680 pounds in the vicinity immediately adjacent to the wedge regions.
Should. any localized cracks develop in the plate, the safety function of the
plate would not be impaired without loss of a piece of the plate. The tubes
that exceed the breakaway force are limited to Plates [ ]". The
number of tubes exceeding the breakaway force at particular wedge location
is small, [ ]"or less, and should not effect the dynamic response of the
tube support plates to the Steam Line Break loading.

2. As a result of the thermal cycling load with dented or packed intersections,
locally high stresses are predicted to occur in the tube support plates.
Given the potential for high fatigue usage predicted by this analysis, it is
considered. prudent for plants with high levels of dented. or packed crevices
to include a sampling of tubes in and, around. the wedge regions for eddy
current inspection in order to check for any ligament cracking that might
develop. Visual examination of the wedge regions could, also be used to look
for the presence of cracks. Relative to in-plane loadings, and potential plate
deformation under LOCA+ SSE, should plate cracking be observed., an
evaluation can be performed. to establish any tubes that might be at risk
due to the presence of the cracks.

8. As with the tube support plates, thermal cycling with dented or packed
intersections, results in potentially high fatigue usage in the welds joining
the wedges and the tube support plate, and. the welds between the vertical
bar supports and the tube support plates. However, cracking of the welds
between the wedges and tube support plates, or between the vertical
support bar and. the plate would not impact the ability of the plates to
provide lateral support to the tubes. With the assumption of dented or
packed. intersections, the dynamic response of the plates under SLB loads
should also not be significantly aQected by the presence of cracks in these
welds. The tubes provide significant restraint to the plates under SLB
loads," and, would continue to hold plates in place. Thus, cracking of these
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welds is concluded to not have a negative consequence relative to the
conditions considered. as part of the limited displacement analysis.

4.. Since the stress levels in the tube support plate are predicted to exceed
yield, the elasticaQy calculated tube / support plate interaction forces are
conservative. Local yielding of the plate should relieve the axial force on
the tube and hence the tube / plate interaction forces.
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Table 10-1

Sunuamy of Cnnyonent Temyeratures
Full Power ComBtions

a,c
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Table 10-2

Summaxy ofTube / Plate Interface Forces
Quadrant 1, 3 Support Couditious
Hate / Wrapper - AllDOF Coupled

a,c
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Table 10-8

Summa~ ofTube / Plate Interface Forces
Quadrant 1, 3 Suyyort Conditions
Plate / Wrayyer - Einned Suyyort

a,c
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Table 10-4

Sunuuaxy ofTube / Plate Inted'aoe Forces
Quadraut 2, 4 Suyyort Conditions
Bate / Wrayyer - AllDOF Coupled

a,c
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Table 10-5

Summaxy ofTube / Plate Intedace Forces
Quadrant 2, 4 Suyyort Gmditions
Plate / Wrayyer - Hnned Suyyort

a,c
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Table 10-6

Sumaaaxy ofDifferential Displaoements
Tube Support; Plate / Wrapper Support

a,c



Table 10-7

Summ:uy ofTSP Allawable Cydes

a,c
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Table 10-8

Summary ofWeld Allowable Cydes

a,c
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a,c

figure 10-1. Model 51 Tube Su~xat Hate
Location and Size af Detailed Plate Regions

Regions 1, 3, and 4
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a,c

Figure 10-2. Model 51 Tube Support Hate
Lomtion and Size of Detailed Plate Regions

Region 2
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a,c

~wre 10-3. Finite Element Model
Detailed Region 1
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a,c

Figure 10-4. Finite Element Model
Detailed Region 2
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a,c

Pigure 10-5. Finite Element Model
Detailed Region 3 I Patch Plate
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a,c

I

Figure 10-6. Finite Element Model
Detailed Region 4
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a,c

Pigure 10-7. Equivalent Hate KiniteElement Model
Detailed Region 3 I Patch Plate
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a,c

Figure 10-8. Tube Numbering Scheme
Detailed Region 3 I Patch Hate
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a,c

Figuxe 10-9. Canparison of Tube AxialStxess
Detailed Region 3 / Patch Plate

Ten Inch Wedge Width
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a,c

Figure 10-10. Canyarison ofTube &vialStress
Detailed, Region 3 / Patch Plate

Six Inch Wedge Width
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a,c

Figmm 10-11. Caanparison ofTube AxialStress
Detailed Region 3 I Patch Plate
One Inch Vertical Bar Suyyort
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a,c

Figure 10-12. Rnite Element Model
Revised Global Model

qMentyryashwcs pScrl&eet10%10rcvl, 4/1 $97
'
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a,c

Efguxe 10-13. Revised Glohal Model
X&huged View ofTSP 6 and 7

OMetLtprgmshacap3erl~tlO'elect/1, 4/16/97



a,c

qMentprgaehweap3cr1~10'el0revl, 4fl5IN

Pigure 10-14. Revised Global Model
Tube Elements Not Shown
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a,c

Figure 10-15. Revised Global Model
Plan View ofTube Suyymt Plate

q ulcntprgmshcrccpScrl~t10%10rccl, 4il5t07 10- 84



a,c

Pigure 10-16. Revised Global Model
Lomtion and Size af Detailed Plate Regions

RGB.ons lg 8p cUld 4
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a,c

Figure 10-17. Revised Global Model
Location and Size af Detailed Plate Regions

RegICRl 2

qhdcatprynshccccp8crl~lO'e10cccl, 4/15/87 10- 86



a,c

Figure 10-18. Disylaced Ge(xnetxy Hot
Quadrant 1 and 8 Suyycrt Gmditions

Plate / Wrayyer Intedhce - AllDOF Couyled

qhdcatprgmshwcapScrl&ectlO'el Orev1, 4llS87 10- 37



a,c

Figure 10-19. Disylaced &xanetxy Plot
Xhdaxge View ofPlates 6 and 7

QuMrant 1 and 3 Sup@at Conditions
Plate I Wrayyer Interne - AllDOF Couyled

qMentpzgmshwcapSerl~tlOMLOrerl, 4/15/ST 10 - 88



a,c

1

Figure 10-20. Displaced Gecxnetry Hot
Quadrant 2 and 4 Supp'onditions

Plate IWrapper Intedace - AllDOF Coupled

qMcntprgnehwca p3cr 1~A 0'el(herl, 4ll$97 10 - 89



a,c

Figure 10-21. Disylaoed Geametxy Hot,
ExQarged View ofPlates 6 and 7

Quadrant 2 and 4 Suyyorh Conditions
Hate / Wrayyer InterEace - AllDOF Couyled
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a,c

Figure 10-22. Tube Su~xat Hate
Region De6nition

qMeatprgmshwcap8crl~t10%10rev1, 4/1S97 10-41



a,c

Figure 10-28. Location ofTubes That Ex(md Bre&mway Force
Bate 1 - Quadrant 1, 8

qMcaqegmshweap3crl~t10'a10rev1, 4/1597 10 - 42



a,c

Figure 10-24. Location ofTubes That &xeed Brealmway Force
Plate 7 - Quadrant 1, 3

q vdentprgmshwcapScrI&actlO&lOtevI, 4/15/97 10 - 48



a,c

Efgure 10-25. Location ofTubes That Xhmxd Breakaway Force
Plate 1 - Quadrant 2, 4

qMcntprgashweapScrI&ect10%10rerl, 4/1$ 97 10- 44



a,c

Figure 10-26. Location ofTubes That Faxeed Breakaway Force
Hate 6 - Quadrant 2, 4

qMentprgmshwcap3erl&ect10%10mrl, 4/I5/01 10 - 45



a,c

Figtue 10-27. Location ofTubes That Exceed Bxealmway Force
Plate 7 - Quadrant 2,4

qMeasprgmshmspScr 1&oct10'el 0rcv1, 4/15I91 10- 46



a,c

Figure 10-28. Distribution of Intedhce Forces
Plate 7 - Quadrant 1, 3 Suyyort Conditions

Plate / Wrayyer - AllDOF Couyled
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a,c

Figure 10-29. Distribution ofInterthce Forces
Hate 7 - Quadrant 1, 3 Suyyort Conditions

Plate IWrayyer - Hnned Support

qhdcatprynshwcapScrl~tlOMHher1, 4f15I97 10-48



a,c

Hgure 10-30. Distribution af Interthce Forces
Plate 7 - Quadrant 2, 4 Support Conditions

Plate / Wrapper - AllDOF Coupled

qMcncprynshmcap3cr1~10%10rerl, 4fl$97 10-49



a,c

Figure 10-81. Distribution ofInterhoe Forces
Hate 7 - Quadrant 2, 4 Suyycat Conditions

Plate / Wrayyer - Pinned Suyport

qMcntprgmAwca pScr1~10%10rev I~ 4/1 $97 10- 50



a,c

Figure 10-32. Stress Intensity Contour Hot
Hate 7 - Detail Region 1

Wedge at 12'caition

qMcatpqpnshwcap8crl~lOMIver 1, 4/ldl9T 10- 51



a,c

Figure 10-88. Stress Intensity. Contour Plot
Plate 7 - Detail Region 2

Wedge at 48'182') Position

qMm!pqpnshweapScr1~10%10rcvl, 4/15I97 10 - 52



a,c

Figure 10-84. Stress Intensity Contour Hot
Plate 7 - Detail Regian 3

Wedge at 72'asitian
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a,c

Pigure 10-85. Stress Intensity Contour Hot
Hate 7 - Detail Region 8

Wedge at 78'I" Vertical Bar) Position

qMcatprynshweapScr1~10%10revl, 4/15)97 10- 54



a,c

Figure 10-36. Stress Intensity Contour Plot
Plate 7 - Det:ol Region 4
Central Tiexod Location

qMeatprpash~pScrl~lOMIOeerl, 4/15I97 10- 55
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